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This training gives a foundational understanding of this business.
It shows:

- The fundamental building blocks of the compensation plan
- How to start making money immediately
- The thing that most people miss: Exponential Growth and

the Geometric Progression of Numbers

Training #1: HOW THE MONEY MACHINE WORKS

Print out and put in your binder (if you haven't already):
1) The Business of the 21st Century
2) Fast Track to $570 (+ worksheet)
3) Exponential Growth-1 (+ worksheet)

Jzoozj (in your journal):
What you think you will learn from this training....
(This starts your mind focusing on where you are in reference

to what you are going to learn.)

Training
#1

READ: The Business of the 21st Century Approx: 7 minutes
(Mark up your pages. Make notes. Underline. Circle good ideas. Scrawl all over.)

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes.)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes

ARTICLE #1: THE BUSINESS OF THE 21ST CENTURY Schedule time: ______________1

Group Zoom: Connect in a group huddle.
Make sure everyone has their articles and is on the same page. Get their buddies.
Trainer describes the learning processes, jzoozjing and Buddy work, alone work and Group work.

The Compensation Plan
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READ: Exponential Growth-1
(Mark up your pages. Make notes. Underline. etc.)

Fill in the worksheet.
Get out your calculator and add up the numbers for yourself.

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes)

I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 10 minutes

ARTICLE #3: EXPONENTIAL GROWTH-1 Schedule time: ______________

Approx: minutes
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ARTICLE #2: FAST TRACK to $570 Schedule time: ______________

READ: Fast Track to $570
(Mark up your pages. Make notes. Underline. Circle good ideas. Scrawl all over.)

Review the worksheet.
Sketch in names, dates and numbers numbers into the form just to get "familiar" with it.
Don't get tense and serious. Scribble. Enjoy. Expeeriment. Mock up a vision of what
is possible. It gets your brain working in the right direction.

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 10 minutes

Approx: 13 minutes

TEAM ZOOMwith Buddies Schedule time: ______________

Gather on Zoom with Your Buddies
A TimeKeeper keeps the time with a stopwatch (smartphone.)
Each person has 20 minutes.

They share their Ahahs for 15 minutes.
Get feedback from the others for 5 minutes.

Keep the time schedule
It trains your mind to be efficient.

Approx: 60 minutes

Pg 2
Training #1: HOW THE MONEY MACHINE WORKS (Cont'd)

Training
#1
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REVIEW: Schedule time: ______________

REVIEWWHAT YOU COVERED IN TRAINING 1:
Make more notes on the articles as well as in your journal.
Other Ahahs will most likely show up..
(I use different colored pens. That helps me see the development of the ideas as they mature
with each repetition and Ahah. Also... I remember things I might have forgotten.
Have fun. Scribble. Go wild.

Approx: 15 to 20 minutes

BREAK:
Have lunch. Take a nap. Feed the dog. Walk the kids. Have fun.
(Your brain is resting and integrating. If you get flashes of ideas you
can write them down. You'll come back refreshed with more Ahahs.

BREAK: Schedule time: ______________

Approx: 60 to 90 minutes
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Print out articles in Training #2:
4) Exponential Growth-2 (+ worksheet)
5) Quick Overview (in Product Experience section)
6) 4 Core Products (in Product Experience section)
7) Show Me ALL the Money (+ worksheets)

PRINT OUT ARTICLES IN TRAINING #2 Schedule time: ______________

Relax. Feel good about yourself. Acknowledge your accomplishment:
Prepare to show up on Group Zoom at: _____________ o'clock.

Put an alarm in your phone for 10 minutes before Group Zoom.
Then completely check out. Let your subconscious mind make the inner connections.
A nap is a really good thing for that.

RELAX. REST. HANG OUT. Schedule time: ______________

Pg 3

Training #1: HOW THE MONEY MACHINE WORKS (Cont'd)
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Training #2: BLUEPRINT FOR YOUR FINANCIAL ENGINE

Training #2 - Shows the foundational relationship between products and up-front bonuses.
- How exponential growth relates to food products.
- Establishes value of cutting-edge science in products
- Teaches up front Bonuses: Product Introductory Bonuses,

Rank Advancement Bonuses, Crystal Bonuses, and Pool Money

Print out and put in your binder (if you haven't already):
4) Exponential Growth-2 (+worksheet)
5) Quick Overview (in Product Experience)
6) 4 Core Products - (in Product Experience)
7) Show Me ALL the Money

Show Me the Money worksheet - filled in
Show Me the Money worksheet - blank

Jzoozj (in your journal):
What you think you already know about this subject....
(Just make notes. This is not a test. Leave blanks where you don't know.
This is to frame up your mind to be looking for what is next.)

Training
#2
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READ: Exponential Growth-2 Approx: 3 - 6 minutes
(Yes... mark this one up, too. Get wild. Don't be serious. Relax and play like a child.
You're going to see some big numbers... that means there's lots of money. Get
out your calculator and check my numbers. See if I made any mistakes.)

Worksheet - fill in the numbers. Approx. 15 - 17 minutes
Get out your calculator and check my numbers. See if I made any mistakes.

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes

ARTICLE #4: EXPONENTIAL GROWTH-2 Schedule time: ______________4
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Group Zoom: Connect in a group huddle.
Make sure everyone has their next articles printed out. A few Ahah shares.
Trainer talks about moving forward like a Moon Rover. Over, around and through everything. Turn obstacles into
stepping stairs to your goals.

www.TheFriendchise.com



Pg 3

ARTICLE #5: QUICK OVERVIEW-in Prod. Experience Schedule time: ______________

READ: Quick Overview
Look for things you might not know.

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes.)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes

Approx: 3 to 5 minutes

ARTICLE #6: 4 CORE PRODUCTS - in Prod. Exp. Schedule time: ______________

READ: 4 Core Products
(Mark up this as well. Soak in the information..)

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes

Approx: 5 to 7 minutes

Training #2: BLUEPRINT FOR YOUR FINANCIAL ENGINE (Cont'd)
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Pg 6

Schedule time: ______________ARTICLE #7: SHOWME ALL THE MONEY

READ: Show Me ALL the Money
Pull (or print) out the worksheets so you can follow along. Mark them up.
Circle things... get your hands all over these like a potter gets his hands into clay.
Take your time. You don't have to memorize everything at once... get the gist.
You can go over it again any time you like.)

WORKSHEETS:
Show Me ALL the Money - worksheet - filled in
Show Me ALL the Money - worksheet - blank
Take your time with this. Fill in the blanks. You will be doing this with your Buddies
again in a little while. Note the "starting of the clock." Are you eligible for all those
Crystal Bonuses?

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes

Approx: 6 minutes

Approx: 17 minutes

Approx: 60 minutes

TEAM ZOOMwith Buddies Schedule time: ______________

Gather on Zoom with Your Buddies
TimeKeeper: keep the time.
Each person has 20 minutes.

Practice showing Show Me ALL the Money for 15 minutes.
Get feedback from the others for 5 minutes.

Keep the time schedule
This is a business. Learn to go straight, not wander around.

Training #2: BLUEPRINT FOR YOUR FINANCIAL ENGINE (Cont'd)
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REVIEW: Schedule time: ______________

REVIEWWHAT YOU COVERED IN TRAINING 2:
Walk through Show Me ALL the Money-worksheet again.
Notice the places where you get stuck.
(Slow down. If you get stuck, contemplate what it might be... then just go look at the answer
and continue filling in the numbers. Conscious repetition. Soon it will be easy.

Approx: 15 to 20 minutes

BREAK:
Have dinner. Doze off. Jump on your trampoline. Cuddle your cat.
(Your brain is resting and integrating. If you get flashes of ideas you
can write them down. You'll come back refreshed with more Ahahs.

BREAK: Schedule time: ______________

Approx: Overnight

PRINT OUT ARTICLES IN TRAINING #3 Schedule time: ______________

Print out articles in Training #3:
8) Show Me MORE of All the Money (+ worksheets)
9) Map to $$ Freedom - (+ form)
10) The REAL Numbers
11) How to Tell Your Story - (+ worksheets)

CONGRATULATIONS! WELL DONE! Schedule time: ______________

Celebrate your accomplishment.
You have traveled a LOT of distance today. You are halfway through.

Prepare to show up on next Group Zoom at: _____________ o'clock.
Put an alarm in your phone for 10 minutes before Group Zoom.

Kick back and relax. Take the pressure off. Job well done.
Your subconscious is now making lots of connections as you do something you love.
Cook. Play an instrument. Sleep. Watch a movie. Dawdle. Tomorrow you will
have another growth spurt. Be well fed and well-rested.

Training #2: BLUEPRINT FOR YOUR FINANCIAL ENGINE (Cont'd)
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Training #3 - Shows more bonuses and how to be most effective.
- How the different paks affect up-front bonuses.
- A clear-cut map to success.
- Massive action in the right direction.

Print out and put in your binder (if you haven't already):
8) Show Me MORE of All the Money (+worksheet)
9) Map to $$ Freedom
10) The REAL Numbers
11) How to Tell Your Story-1

How to Tell Your Story-1 - worksheet

Jzoozj (in your journal):
What do you think you are going to find in this information?
(Again... this is just to line up your intention. See the landscape ahead of you.
Set the framework for your intention.)

Training #3: BUILD YOUR MONEY MACHINE
Training

#3
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ARTICLE #8: Show Me MORE of All the Money Schedule time: ______________

READ: Show me MORE of All the Money Approx: 7 minutes
(This is where some more repetition comes in... adding a few more interesting numbers
depending on which pack the customer orders.)

Worksheets - fill in the numbers. Approx. 15 - 17 minutes
Use your calculator. Do them in order: 30 Day and Value Pak.
Take your time. Notice the difference in the bottom line.

What is the best course of action? This is to get you to think of the possibilities.
a. Aim for higher value PIBs?
b. Aim for all the Rank Advancement Bonuses?
c. Aim to create Consultants?

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes.
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes
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Group Zoom: Connect in a group huddle.
Make sure everyone has their articles printed out. A few Ahah shares.
Trainer talks about Leadership. Moving through these trainings again with two new associates. Buddy up with
them in triads for the Buddy work. (Reinforces their learning and they start to lead.

www.TheFriendchise.com



ARTICLE #10: The REAL Numbers Schedule time: ______________

READ: The REAL Numbers
This is really simple. Talk to lots of people. The motivated ones will want to know more.
Stick with the emotivated, upbeat people. Know the numbers. The right ones will
show up.

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes

Approx: 5 minutes

ARTICLE #9: MAP TO $$ FREEDOM Schedule time: ______________

PRINT: Map to $$ Freedom - worksheet
Compare it side-by-side with Show Me The Money.

WORKSHEET: Fill in the dates on upper right..
a. When you intend to accomplish Crystal Manager.
b. When you intend to accomplish Crystal Director.
c. When you intend to accomplish Crystal Executive.

Relax. Stay easy. If people come to mind, write down their names. You are not
going to chase your friends and make them do this. You are going to
attract the right people who want what you have.. There are lots of amazing
people who want to know how to make money from home.

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes

Training #3: BUILD YOUR MONEY MACHINE (cont'd)
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Training
#3

Approx. 1 minute

Approx. 10 minutes
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ARTICLE #11: HOW TO TELL YOUR STORY-1 Schedule time: ______________

READ: How to Tell Your Story-1
The truth is so powerful. Learn how to tell it in the right way

WORKSHEET:
How to Tell Your Story-1 - worksheet
This is easy. Jzoozj a lot. This template makes it easy.

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes

Approx: 5 minutes

Approx: 17 minutes

Gather on Zoom with Your Buddies
TimeKeeper: keep the time.
Each person has 20 minutes.

Share your Ahahs and practice your story (15 minutes.)
Feedback from the others (always encouraging): (5 minutes)

Keep the time schedule
There is a fine balance between socializing and working when
you have a home based business.
Keeping a schedule will help you keep on track. Work as a team to
accomplish your goals now. Socialize and mess around when you're
not on assignment. (It makes both processes much more enjoyable.)

Approx: 60 minutes

TEAM ZOOMwith Buddies Schedule time: ______________

Training #3: BUILD YOUR MONEY MACHINE (cont'd)
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Training #3: BUILD YOUR MONEY MACHINE (cont'd)

REVIEW: Schedule time: ______________

REVIEWWHAT YOU COVERED IN TRAINING 3:
Walk through Show Me ALL the Money-worksheet again.
Notice the places where you get stuck.
(Slow down. If you get stuck, contemplate what it might be... then just go look at the answer
and continue filling in the numbers. Conscious repetition. Soon it will be easy.

Approx: 15 to 20 minutes

BREAK:
Have lunch. Walk around the block. Cuddle with your sweetie.
I like the whole short nap thing. You wake up refreshed and the subconscious is
just doing its thing integrating my Ahahs.

BREAK: Schedule time: ______________

Approx: 60 to 90 minutes

PRINT OUT ARTICLES IN TRAINING #4 Schedule time: ______________

Print out articles in Training #4:
12) How to Tell Your Story-2
13) Important Numbers - (+ form)
14) Connecting in an Age of Uncertainty
15) The REAL Numbers (again)

HAVE LUNCH. RELAX. Schedule time: ______________

Celebrate your accomplishment.
You have traveled a LOT of distance. Only 1 more easy training to do.

Prepare to show up on next Group Zoom at: _____________ o'clock.
Put an alarm in your phone for 10 minutes before Group Zoom.

Eat well. Take a nap. Get your bare feet in the soil. (grounding)
Your brain NEEDS these rests. Take off all pressure. Meditate. Let your
mind flow. Be happy. If ideas float into your head... write them down.
Collect them for later. Names and people might be trickling in.
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Training
#4

Training #4 - Is about your posture in the world as you connect with others.
- Developing your CEO mentality.
- The force of your personal attraction
- Numbers and massive playful action

Print out and put in your binder (if you haven't already):
12) How To Tell Your Story-2
13) Important Numbers
14) Connecting in an Age of Uncertainty
15) The REAL Numbers (again)

Jzoozj (in your journal):
What woud you like to accomplish in this training?
(Jzoozj about what you've accomplished. Where are you now in your life?
What would feel good to accomplish at the as you complete this program?

Training #4: ACTIVATE YOUR LIFE

Friendchise - Curriculum - Rev 03-29-2020 - 12

ARTICLE #12: HOW TO TELL YOUR STORY-2 Schedule time: ______________

READ: How to Tell Your Story-2 Approx: 5 minutes
This adds stature to your posture. You are a BadAss Entrepreneur CEO.

Activation jzoozj Approx. 15 - 17 minutes
Use your calculator. Do them in order: 30 Day and Value Pak.
Take your time. Notice the difference in the bottom line.

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes
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Group Zoom: Connect in a group huddle.
Make sure everyone has their articles printed out. A few Ahah shares.
Trainer talks about Leadership. Gaining more Ahahs every time you go through. Buddy teams reveal others'
points of view dramatically. Respect individuality. Aim for wonderful, not perfection.

www.TheFriendchise.com
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Approx: 5 to 7 minutes

Training #4: ACTIVATE YOUR LIFE (Cont'd)

ARTICLE #13: IMPORTANT NUMBERS Schedule time: ______________

READ: Important Numbers
This is where to keep lots of disperse information.

ACTIVATION:
You will see a number of educational websites on the form. Before you
go look at those, take 10 minutes (timed) right now to explore the
PRODUCT EXPERIENCE section of The Friendchise training.
You will find the ORIGINS where all the 100-plus other products spring from. The
information in PRODUCT EXPERIENCE is written in a specific order for a reason.
They are not a part of THIS training.. however, however, they clearly describe how and
why this company was created. It's more than just a fancy, on-line health food store.
The science is amazing. Make a note in your calendar to read through them in full at
a later time.

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes

Approx: 2 minutes

Approx: 10 minutes

ARTICLE #14: CONNECTING IN AN AGE OF UNCERTAINTY Schedule time: __________

READ: Connecting in an Age of Uncertainty
This is the beginning of the SECRETS TO GREAT COMMUNICATING AND SALES .
This gives you the inner dynamics of the energy exchange that will turn you into a
a people-magnet.

JZOOZJ (in your journal): (Approx 10 - 15 minutes)
I learned....

My Ahah!...

How I'm going to think / act differently...

BREAK: For 5 - 10 minutes
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